
Abstract 
As broadcasters work to leverage their media assets on social and digital media platforms such as Facebook, YouTube, and Twit-
ter, they face a great deal of competition. In today’s crowded media marketplace, the timeliness and quality of content on these 
platforms often can be key competitive differentiators. This paper will begin by examining the challenges associated with establish-
ing an accelerated content generation work flow targeting social and digital media platforms. It next will present a streamlined and 
economical model for capturing high-quality broadcast content, aggregating the high-value assets most suitable for repurposing, 
and preparing that content for distribution. The paper will move on to describe a simple, fast edit workflow that eliminates both 
the need for time-consuming transcoding steps and the subsequent use of a nonlinear edit or media asset management system. 
Finally, it will present an automated model for transcoding finished clips and publishing them — with the appropriate container 
and encoding requirements — to an array of social and digital media platforms, complete with closed-captioning as required by 
government regulations.

Staying Relevant in a  
Multiplatform Marketplace 
Broadcasters today find themselves part of a multiplatform 
media marketplace evolving at an often frenetic pace, and 
their own operations are far from immune to this change. 
In fact, broadcasters must enter the fray with the ability to 
address all variety of social and digital media platforms — 
YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and a host of other services 
— that make video content available on computers, tablets, 
and smartphones. They must be prepared to participate 
broadly across all these outlets, providing high-value clips 
drawn from their own unique live sports, news, and enter-
tainment programming.    

By building and maintaining a competitive presence on popu-
lar platforms, broadcasters can position themselves to attract 
the attention of potential viewers and guide them  

 
 
 

back to full-length programming on the primary linear 
broadcast channel. This new landscape affords broadcasters 
a powerful new way to strengthen brand awareness and even 
generate additional revenues from aired content. It also pres-
ents a variety of economic and technical challenges.    

For one, the proliferation of devices and platforms on which 
video content can be accessed and consumed has made it 
impossible to pick a winner and dedicate resources solely 
to serving that outlet. Even when a broadcaster successfully 
establishes itself on newer platforms, there is no guarantee 
of a financial return in this investment. In fact, the ongoing 
increase in digital media outlets has the effect of further  
fragmenting its target audience.    

Rapid Generation of Sports, News, and 
Entertainment Content for Social Media 
Platforms 
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While the broadcaster does not realize added revenue for 
every additional outlet it can serve, it still must address the 
unique combination of format, package, metadata, and con-
tainer required by each target platform. Issues of accessibility 
and compliance also arise, demanding that broadcasters 
ensure that captioning is valid not only on the target plat-
form, but also on the devices used to consume content. In 
order to offer the fresh content that consumers demand, 
broadcasters also must overcome the challenge of creating 
and providing timely content quickly enough that it maintains 
its interest and value. If it is to depend on targeted advertis-
ing to support multiplatform services, then the broadcaster 
must find a convenient way to build ad integration into the 
overall multiplatform content creation workflow.    

All of these challenges, along with continual pressure to do 
more with less and to consolidate rather than expand techni-
cal and human resources, make it essential that broadcasters 
establish an accelerated content generation workflow target-
ing social and digital media platforms. Broadcasters need to 
provide consumers not only with content anytime, anywhere, 
in a multiplicity of formats, but also balance their production 
time with other day-to-day responsibilities. What’s more, they 
need to achieve this balance while producing enough content 
to be successful and stay ahead of the competition. To this 
end, broadcasters require a fast and cost-effective model 
for capturing the content they air; altering that content for 
consumption on computers, tablets, and smartphones; and 
securely delivering the resulting output to the appropriate 
outlet or platform in the proper format 
 

Establishing a New Model  
for Content Capture 
Broadcasters already are acutely aware of the need for 
a streamlined, cost-effective, and efficient way to create, 
package, and publish content to multiple platforms. Seek-
ing technology that enables this type of workflow, they have 
tested and found legacy capture and ingest solutions to 
be too expensive, hard to use, unreliable, and slow. In the 
meantime, however, sophisticated digital video monitor-
ing and logging technology has been refined and enhanced 
to provide a flexible foundation capable of supporting an 
accelerated content generation workflow targeting social and 
digital media platforms.    

In a fresh approach to multiplatform content creation and 
delivery, the unique content-recording capabilities and the 
highly refined user interfaces of advanced video monitor-
ing and logging systems have been enhanced and tailored 
to support multiplatform services. Because this approach 
allows many broadcasters to leverage the very hardware 
they already use for monitoring and compliance recording, it 
enables a much faster and more cost-effective multiplatform 
content creation and publishing model than is possible with 
conventional recording, editing, and packaging solutions.    

The technology itself incorporates an easy-to-use live acqui-
sition solution that works across the diversity of sources: 
baseband or post encode (MPEG-TS). Users have the flex-
ibility to capture a wide variety of feeds, from pre-graphics 
to post-graphics to post encode, as well as live contribution 
feeds, all full-frame, full-resolution True HD (1080i 25/30, 
720p 50/60) content. Because the technology is always on, 
always recording, there is no chance to miss the critical 
moment by forgetting to hit record. The broadcaster thus  
can capture media from any source at any time, whether 
ingesting content according to a schedule, in real time, or  
via 24x7 recording.    

The capture of critical metadata along with audio and video 
is critical to this model. Broadcasters can ingest and store 
metadata including closed-captioning; program information 
such as host names, guests, titles, and segment names; data 
on ad markers and SCTE-104/35 messages for downstream 
ad insertion; and as-run-log automation or rundown informa-
tion. As multiplatform content is generated, this wealth of 
metadata helps to inform and accelerate the overall process. 
It also helps the broadcaster to ensure that the finished prod-
uct is compliant with both quality of service (QoS) standards 
and accessibility regulations.    

Stored on a central server, captured content from broad-
cast and other sources becomes immediately available via a 
browser-based user interface, accessible by authorized users 
on networked workstations throughout the facility. The inter-
face allows multiple users to stream, analyze, and review that 
recorded content, along with associated metadata. Automatic 
generation of proxy content along with the high-resolution 
recording makes it possible to extend access beyond the 
local desktop to remote staff, who also can access, review, 
and clip content to create valuable footage for distribution.  
 
 



Implementing the Edit Workflow 
Near-immediate access to captured content and associated 
metadata supports the simple, fast edit workflow essen-
tial to timely delivery of engaging video on digital media 
platforms. The process can be further accelerated when the 
edit workflow eliminates both the need for time consuming 
transcoding steps and the subsequent use of a nonlinear 
edit or media asset management (MAM) system. Instead, in a 
simple and rapid manual approach, users can review content 
as it is captured and immediately perform light editing, using 
the straightforward “mark in” and “mark out” controls on an 
intuitive media player to generate a clip. 

Ease of use is a key enabler of a high-speed edit workflow. 
Therefore, the tools used to access content, locate specific 
segments, and create clips must at once be both simple and 
powerful. They must give users the functionality they need to 
select content for target platforms, and they also must auto-
mate the complex tasks that make up the rest of the process. 
In this way, even the most nontechnical of staff members, 
working at virtually any networked computer within the 
broadcast facility, can play a role in creating content for 
multiplatform delivery. The time, skills, equipment, and space 
demanded for craft editing can be reserved for their usual 
roles in supporting linear broadcast production. 

Optimal segments for clipping can be identified and located 
several ways, including a search by time or time code, 
accelerated content review (fast forward), and by a key-
word search of closed captioning text. In most cases, the 
user will review live broadcast video as it is being captured 
and simply click the equivalent of a rewind button to move 
back in time and mark the beginning of a clip. The user can 
employ straightforward controls to mark in and out points 
for clip extraction, select and crop a video frame to serve as 
a thumbnail for the new clip, add comments or a descrip-
tion, and export the complete piece. In the background, the 
software ensures that key metadata including closed caption-
ing, ad markers, and content metadata is passed through and 
included in the final clip. 

When it is necessary to go back further in time to find specific 
content quickly — and without the benefit of specific time 
code information, as is often the case when creating high-
lights clips from news and sports programming — the user 
can review a series of automatically generated thumbnail 
images to zero in on the target content. Along with robust 

playback controls, this capability gives users the tools they 
need to locate high-value content — even when searching 
hours of video — with speed and ease. Representing video 
over a large block of time, from hours to days, this collec-
tion of thumbnails allows users to zoom in on ever-narrower 
windows of time, starting with a promising image and then 
scanning forward and back at 4x, 8x, 16x, or 32x to identify 
the segment they need. Additionally, by indexing the CC/TT 
track, such a system can make it easy to find all mentions of a 
phase or person and quickly review and clip them as needed. 

The clips created via this lightweight edit workflow may be 
prepared and published individually, or they may be stitched 
together automatically for publishing in a format akin to a 
highlights reel. In either case, the underlying system quickly 
moves finished clips through the complex process of trans-
coding and packaging for multiple platforms and devices.  
 

Conclusion 
Creating clips for OTT content delivery can be simplified and 
Social and digital media outlets have become a valuable 
vehicle for engaging viewers and encouraging consumption 
of linear broadcast channels. Despite the fact that they may 
realize little or no revenues in return, broadcasters cannot 
afford to take a pass on these popular platforms. As broad-
casters extend into multiplatform content delivery, they can 
implement proven broadcast video monitoring and logging 
technology — possibly already deployed in their own opera-
tions — to realize a fast, economical content creation and 
publishing workflow without putting an undue burden on 
existing human and technical resources. 

In an increasingly crowded marketplace, the combination of 
speed and efficiency can be a key competitive differentiator 
for content delivered on social and digital media platforms. 
With a straightforward model for taking content produced 
in one medium and quickly adapting it for online platforms, 
the broadcaster can extend its reach, improve its competitive 
position, and maximize the value of its unique live program-
ming across all platforms.
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